
T
he half breed off side billet system is

one of the oldest off side billets in

use today. However, it seemed to fall

out of favor for a while as other systems

came into popularity. A few saddle makers

are still using this off side billet and it seems

as though some folks new to the equine

world or those who have never seen it can

be stumped on how to make it work.

For starters look at photo #1. The half

breed billet, is a length of strap, usually

made of either leather or nylon, two inches

wide. It has a row of matching holes on

each side; however, there is no provision for

attaching one end to the rigging ring on

your saddle. This is where confusion can

rule the day. Usually about five feet long,

put one end through the ring on your cinch

that would go on the off (right) side of your

saddle. Pull it up and match up the ends of

the strap as shown in photo #2. Then, take

double ends and push them through the rig-

ging ring on your saddle as shown in photo

#3. To finish off, put the double end through

your cinch and buckle the strap through two

corresponding holes and tuck the excess in

the keeper on your cinch as shown in photo

#4.  

As I said, the offside billet system is an 

example of the old becoming new, and is 

probably the strongest off side billet system

you can use unless you use a full length

latigo and a bow tie knot as is often used on

the near side of your mule’s saddle.

Merry Christmas.

Su Amigo, Terry
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